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ABSTRACT  

  

Harassment—from commonplace ridiculing to additionally debilitating conduct—is a typical 

piece of online life that hues the encounters of many web clients. Completely 73% of adult 

web clients have seen somebody be harassed somehow on the web and 40% have by and by 

experienced it.  

In this proposed work we are attempting to recognize the records and report line which 

contains the words which are irritating ladies and furthermore will attempt to score the 

archives on the premise of the score from the sentiwordnet whether the archive containing the 

positive lines with respect to the ladies or the negative lines in regards to the ladies.  

In together in this examination we will attempt to play out the element level investigation of 

the archive, together with intensifier taking care of, negation taking care of and conjunction 

taking care of. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

Sentiment analysis has now turned into the overwhelming methodology utilized for 

extracting sentiment and examinations from online sources. Isolating non-stubborn, neutral 

and objective sentences and texts from subjective sentences conveying overwhelming 

sentiments is an extremely troublesome occupation; in any case, it has been investigated 

genuinely in a firmly related yet isolate field. It focuses on making a qualification amongst 

"subjective" and "objective" words and texts; on one hand, the subjective ones give 

assessments and opinions and on the other, the objective ones are utilized to show data which 

is true. This is unique in relation to sentiment analysis with respect to the arrangement of 

classifications into which dialect units are characterized by each of these two examinations. 

Subjectivity analysis concentrates on isolating dialect units into two classifications: objective 

and subjective, though sentiment analysis endeavors to partition the dialect units into three 

classifications; negative, positive and neutral.    

The new client driven Web hosts a large volume of data made by different clients. Clients are 

currently co-makers of web content, instead of being uninvolved shoppers. The social media 

is presently a noteworthy piece of the Web. The insights demonstrate that each four out of 

five clients on the Internet utilize some type of social media. The client commitments to 

social media run from blog posts, tweets, reviews and photo/video uploads and so forth. A 

large measure of the data on media in type of reviews or posts constitutes a vital and 

intriguing range worth investigation and misuse. With increment in openness of conclusion 

asset, for example, motion picture reviews, item reviews, blog reviews, social system tweets, 

and the new difficult assignment is to mine large volume of texts and devise reasonable 
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calculations to comprehend the sentiment of others. This data is of colossal potential to 

organizations which attempt to know the input about their items or administrations. This 

criticism causes them in taking educated choices. Notwithstanding be valuable for 

organizations, the reviews and conclusion mined from them, is useful for clients also. Thus 

the review of ladies related review will likewise help in prohibiting unsocial documents and 

record with harmed to sentiments of the fundamentally the ladies area of the society. 

 

 
Figure 1 Sentiment Analysis Model 

 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Sentiment classification is another field of Natural Language Processing that characterizes 

subjectivity text into positive or negative.  

The analysis levels should be possible at three levels in particular Document level, Sentence 

level and Feature level analysis. 

  

Document Level Analysis  

The assignment at this level is to characterize whether an entire assessment document 

communicates a positive or negative sentiment. For instance, given an item review, the 

framework decides if the review communicates a general positive or negative assessment 

about the item. This errand is regularly known as document-level sentiment classification. 

This level of analysis expects that each document communicates opinions on a solitary 

substance. Along these lines, it is not appropriate to documents which assess or look at 

different substances.  

Sentence Level Analysis  

The undertaking at this level goes to the sentences and decides if each sentence 

communicated a positive, negative, or neutral assessment. Neutral ordinarily implies no 

conclusion. This level of analysis is firmly identified with subjectivity classification which 

recognizes sentences (called objective sentences) that express truthful data from sentences 

(called subjective sentences) that express subjective perspectives and opinions. In any case, 
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we should take note of that subjectivity is not proportional to sentiment the same number of 

objective sentences can infer opinions.  

Feature Level Analysis  

Both the document level and the sentence level examinations don't find what precisely 

individuals enjoyed and disliked. Angle level performs better grained analysis. Angle level 

was before called feature level (feature-based feeling mining and summarization).Instead of 

taking a gander at dialect develops (documents, passages, sentences, provisos or phrases), 

perspective level straightforwardly takes a gander at the supposition itself. It depends on the 

possibility that an assessment comprises of a sentiment (positive or negative) and an 

objective (of feeling). 

 

RELATED STUDY 

  

Nidhi Mishra et.al.[7] computed opinion of the feature of movie such as story, star cast, 

direction etc. and present the related text fragment to the user. The authors discussed about 

some existed research work as many search engine retrieved facts through keyword 

matching, popularity etc. but they could not mine opinion from textual information. They also 

discussed about many author’s work on movies reviews. She also discussed that as one or 

worse feature of a movie does not make movie bad as a whole unlike products which follow 

different presumption’s. Agrawal presents the summarization on the basis of features of 

movies. She discussed the document-level opinion mining, the sentence-level opinion mining 

did not consider about object features that have been commented in a sentence. For this they 

discussed the feature level opinion mining in their work. They focused on opinion 

expressions of a movie review that gives the opinion on the individual feature of the movie. 

Apart from this they also determined the sentiment score towards various features of a movie, 

such as cast, director, story and music. They used SentiWordNet for the linguist approach 

makes use of both a like domain-specific lexicon (specify the noun related terms actor, 

director etc.) and a generic opinion lexicon (specify the property of movie related terms).In 

the preprocessing step, first the sentence boundary is identified and then the text is tokenized. 

Extra white spaces, html tags, new lines and unrelated extra characters and special symbols, 

Stop words are removed. They parsed the sentence through Stanford parser to determine part 

of speech of each word in sentence. Given a document about the movie reviews, the 

document is segmented into individual sentences by the help of sentence delimiter. 

 

[V.K. Singh.et.al,2013]  had implemented two Machine Learning based classifiers (Naïve 

Bayes and SVM), the Unsupervised Semantic Orientation approach (SO-PMI-IR algorithm) 

and the SentiWordNet approaches for sentiment classification of movie reviews. The paper 

primarily made two useful contributions: (a) it presented a comprehensive evaluative account 

of performance of all the three available approaches on use with movie reviews, and (b) it 

presented a new modified Adjective Adverb combine scheme of SentiWordNet approach. 

Authors evaluated performance of NB, SVM, SO-PMI-IR and modified SentiWordNet 

scoring for sentiment analysis on three different movie review data sets. They used two 

existing standard movie review data sets obtained from Cornell sentiment polarity dataset. 

they downloaded polarity dataset v2.0 (referred as dataset 1) and v1.0 (referred as dataset 

2).the authors represented SVM and NV algorithms for sentiment analysis and except them 

they used unsupervised semantic approach as Point wise Mutual Information (PMI).for it The 

sentiment label of a text document here is classified based on aggregate semantic orientation 

score of selected phrases in it. They first extracted phrases that conform to a specific POS and 

then the semantic orientation of extracted phrases is computed using the Point wise Mutual 

Information (PMI) measure.PMI (phrase, ―excellent‖) measured the association of the phrase 
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with positive reference word ―excellent‖ and PMI (phrase, ―poor‖) measures the association 

of phrase with negative reference word ―poor‖. These probabilities were calculated by issuing 

search query of the form ―phrase * excellent‖ and ―phrase * poor‖ to a search engine. The 

number of hits obtained was used as a measure of the probability value. The SO value for all 

the extracted phrases is computed using this scheme. Thereafter the sentiment label of the 

entire document was assigned based on aggregation of all these scores in the document. One 

simple aggregation scheme was to assign ―+1‖ score for every positively oriented phrase and 

―-1‖ for every negatively oriented phrase. 

 

Aurangzeb khan.et.al,[9] proposed a rule based domain independent sentiment analysis 

method. The proposed method classified subjective and objective sentences from reviews and 

blog comments. In the first step, sentences were splited into subjective and objective ones 

based on lexical dictionary. Subjective sentences were further processed for extraction to 

classify as positive, negative or neutral opinions. A rule based lexicon method was used for 

the classification of subjective and objective sentences. From subjective sentences, the 

opinion expressions were extracted and their semantic scores were checked using the 

SentiWordNet directory. The final weight of each individual sentence was calculated after 

considering the whole sentence structure, contextual information and word sense 

disambiguation. For evaluation of their proposed method, 1000 comments were collected 

from the twitter datasets publically available for research purposed and extracted 500 short 

comments from cricinfo, the cricket word cup 2011, about the Pakistan team performance.  

 

Nabeela Altrabsheh,  et.al [2] Sentiment analysis: towards a tool for analysing real-time 

students feedback‖ 26th IEEE International Conference on Tools with Artificial Intelligence, 

2014.Theyproposed an analysis for analyzing real-time student’s feedback. Authors discussed 

some few research works about Sentiment analysis in the educational domain that mainly 

focused on e-learning with little research done on classroom feedback.Consequently, there 

was need of investigating different models and look at the best combination of preprocessing 

methods, features and machine learning techniques to create the best-suited model for this 

purpose.There were four main steps in machine learning sentiment analysis: collecting the 

data, preprocessing it, selecting the features and applying the machine learning 

techniques.They used several methods for collecting the data for this experiments. They 

collected real-time feedback from lectures in the computing department at the University of 

Portsmouth. This included postgraduate and undergraduate students. The students were asked 

to submit in their own words, their feedback, opinions, and feelings about the lecture. The 

amount of data that was collected in total was 1036, one from each student. The data was 

distributed as 641 positive, 292 negative, and 103 neutral. The data was labeled by three 

experts, of which two were experts in linguistics and one in sentiment analysis. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Opinion mining can be useful in several ways.  It can help marketers evaluate the success of 

an ad campaign or new product launch, determine which versions of a product or service are 

popular and identify which demographics like or dislike particular product features. For 

example, a review on a website might be broadly positive about a digital camera, but be 

specifically negative about how heavy it is. Being able to identify this kind of information in 

a systematic way gives the vendor a much clearer picture of public opinion than surveys or 

focus groups do, because the data is created by the customer.   
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There are several challenges in opinion mining. The first is that a word that is considered to 

be positive in one situation may be considered negative in another situation. Take the word 

"long" for instance. If a customer said a laptop's battery life was long, that would be a 

positive opinion.  If the customer said that the laptop's start-up time was long, however, that 

would be is a negative opinion. These differences mean that an opinion system trained to 

gather opinions on one type of product or product feature may not perform very well on 

another. 

Gaps in the Base Paper:  

 

1. Base paper provides only the sentiment based analysis on the basis of the score 

calculated directly using the senti-wordnet .  

2. Not handle the negations like not, no , neither etc.. Which reverts the entire meaning 

or the reviews? 

3. Intensifiers handling, the term intensifiers means like very, more etc... Which enhance 

the weight age of the sentence? 

4. Synonyms are also not handled which means that the if the similar word is given then 

the reviews are not analyses in the proper manner. E.g. Songs are good or Lyrics are good so 

both reviews are related and analyzing the same concept. 

 

 

PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

In the proposed solution, we have used the sentiword for the scoring of the words . But in 

order to perform the better analysis as compared to the base paper of ―Nidhi Mishra‖[7], the 

advancement which we have proposed in this dissertation are , 

 

1. Negation Handling: 

 

The Word as we have said we have obtained the score using the sentiword net, but the direct 

calculation of the score is not always useful. 

 

2. Conjunction Handling: 

 

The conjunction is used for handling the multiple sentences which are joined together. We 

have taken the following conjunctions in consideration 

 

  for 

  and 

  nor 

  but 

  or 

  yet 

  so 

 

We have stored these conjunctions in the file and when a sentence contains either of this 

word we will split the sentence into two on the basis of the conjunction find. 
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3. Intensifiers: 

 

The intensifiers are the word which pushes the overall score of the sentence and its meaning. 

We have stored all the intensifiers like    

  too 

  very 

  sorely 

  most 

  more 

  

In a file and check whether the each work we are using is an intensifier or not and if it is it 

will then emphasize the meaning or score of the word next to it. 

And then we will summarize the score of each and every line of the document in order to get 

the overall score. 

 

4. Feature Level Analysis 

 

We will review the debates for the negation sentences, features like torture , rape and other  

 

 
 

Fig 2 Implementation 
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Fig 3 Flowchart of the Proposed Algorithm 

 

RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter describes the comparison between the base paper and the proposed work, 

followed by some comparison tables. 

6.1 Comparison Test Results for Intensifier Handling 

Review Document Proposed 

Concept 

Base paper 

The debate was very good. Comments on women work 

are also very good. Remarks on working women are also 

very nice. 

3.89 2.39 

The comments about women were too bad. Reaction of 

crowd on such comments also too bad.  All women 

opposed. 

-0.745 -1.245 

 

Table 1 Comparison Test Results for Intensifier Handling 

 

Fig 3 Comparison Test Results for Intensifier Handling  
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Comparison Test Results for Negation Handling 

 

Review Text Proposed Work Base paper 

There were no good comments on women. women 

issues are presentation is also not good 

-1.24 0.66 

The contents of the speech were not bad. Women 

rape related issues presented are also not bad. 

overall concept is also not bad 

1.84 -3.45 

 

Table 6.2 Comparison Test Results for Negation Handling 

 

Fig 4 Comparison Test Results for Negation Handling 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Sentiment analysis is the way toward extracting information from the people groups' 

opinions, examinations and feelings toward substances, occasions and their traits This 

exposition exhibits the impediments of existing feature and sentence level sentiment analysis 

approaches and prescribes the utilization of SentiWordNet apparatus for better scoring the 

sentiment for feature level.  

 

To investigate the feature level sentiment analysis and to think about their distinctive impacts 

requires presentation of sentiment analysis utilizing diverse methodologies so that their 

comparable square chart can be intended to preprocess and compute the sentiments utilizing 

SentiWordNet.  

 

Feature level sentiment analysis performs well as for sentence level and document level 

sentiment analysis. SentiWordNet device has substantiated itself for better sentiment 

introduction by figuring the scores. A few issues were not tended to by the scientists, for 

example, similar sentence, complex sentence, negation expressions, and word sense 

disambiguation. These issues can be completed for the following work. Proposed work is to 

decide the extremity, utilizing SentiWordNet at emotion level. 
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